Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 4: Unit 23

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. marvelous
3. Let's ____ Melissa to the party.
6. to take place
8. to have no memory of
9. wooden boards for building
11. the part of a machine that produces power
12. Blizzards never ____ in the summer.
14. cars and trucks traveling on a road
16. to continue to live
18. You can ____ a book from the library.
23. exactly right
25. Tonight I will ____ a concert.
26. an image on paper
27. luck
28. one who is full of mischief

Down
1. hardly ever
2. a risky situation
4. to take a risk
5. There are five days ____ my birthday.
7. to hold up
10. a game played by kicking a ball
11. an attempt
13. a thousand thousand
15. something that demands special effort
17. gather
19. a written message
20. a hard, lightweight material
21. a deep, narrow valley with steep sides
22. a hot spice
24. two times fifteen